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OPERATION BACK TO SCHOOL 2019 – MISSION ACCOMPLISHED!
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thanks to Bata and Bookworld

books…
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smart and proud of themselves

A big thank you to Nordic

in their crispy new uniforms and

Sport Games organisers and

shiny shoes.

participants for their donation,
which was invested in text

Chance4all Back to School –

books for secondary students.

Mission Accomplished!
The new academic school
year in Zambia started this
week. Thanks to our sponsors
and supporters, 25 children will
this year benefit from
Chance4all sponsorship and
have full access to education,
a basic right which would
have otherwise been denied
to them. We hope to continue
growing in numbers throughout
the year, one child at the time.
Chance4all staff and
volunteers worked hard to get
everything ready for the start
of the school.
Chance4all staff and
volunteers worked hard to get
1

We are also so proud of them
as they have shown
commitment to their
education and worked hard
last year. We expect even a
higher level of effort in 2019r,
and we will be there to support
them throughout the
academic year.
A big thank you to our
sponsors, our individual and
company supporters and
volunteers! All this would not
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9th February 2019, Chance4all Annual Workshop with Sponsored children
and their families.

On Saturday 9th February Chance4all organized its
second annual workshop for the sponsored
children and their families / guardians.
It was a very timely meeting, especially for the
families of the nine (9) new students who joined
the programme this year. It was also a great
opportunity to review the progress made and the
challenges of the sixteen (16) students already
enrolled in the programme.

have, that we are creating close and strong
bonds with this growing community of Chance4all
families. It is the best reward we can expect from
our work.
Chance4all Directors briefly presented the
objectives of the Chance4all Sponsorship
Programme, with important communication on
mutual roles, responsibilities and expectations.
Then families and students had the opportunity to
have a one to one meeting with Chance4all

The attendance was impressive. We had a full

Directors and, separately, with Chance4all Primary

house, with 24 students, their parents and

and Secondary tutors.

guardians, as well as older and younger siblings.
The Conference Room of Bauleni Special Needs
School was completely full! Once again, we want
to extend our gratitude to our partner Bauleni
Special Needs project for allowing us the use of
their premises.

The first station provided the opportunity to discuss
the conditions attached to the programme, sign
waivers and acceptance forms, as well as to
receive an update form the families on their
general situation. We operate in an extremely
vulnerable environment, and the stability of the

Compared to our first workshop held in 2018, this

families is of paramount importance for the

time all of us, organizers, students and families, felt

progress and well-being of their children.

more relaxed, with a very warm family-like
atmosphere. And that is exactly the feeling we
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students and their families to jointly review the

The second station, a novelty from the first
workshop, was an opportunity for the families and
students to have a face to face meeting with the
tutors who provide the students with specific and
skilled academic assistance in specific subjects on
a weekly basis: English literacy, Numeracy Skills,

progress made by the students throughout the last
months, to appreciate the dedication and effort
devoted to assist their children every week and to
clarify expectations regarding the support they
would need to receive at home.

Chemistry, Physics, Science and, in general, tackle

We believe the main message to the families and

any questions the students may have. It was, we

guardians was well communicated and noted:

believe, a very empowering experience for the

Please, help US to help THEM!

Thank you Chance4all students, families, guardians, sponsors, supporters, partners, volunteers and staff for
being part of this project and helping to make dreams come real !

When a Picture speaks tons…
Last year we welcomed a young
boy into the program. He was shy
and mistrusting of adults. The first
picture is the self-portrait he
made at that time. The second
one is the most recent selfportrait. Less than twelve months
separate these two pictures… If
ever there was doubt on the
impact of the support on the lives
of the children, this is now very
clear. What better indicator of
success is there than this?
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
Veronique Catany, our
International Director, has
been working hard to have
Chance4all recognized
internationally. That started
with a presentation at the
International Monetary Fund
in Washington DC. where she
is currently employed. After hearing about Chance4all, one IMF
staff, Noriaki Kinoshita, traveling to Zambia paid a visit to the
children of Chance4all. Noriaki enjoyed his interaction with the
children and they were delighted to see a visitor from Washington, D.C.”
Chance4all is in the process of getting registered in the USA. Keep tuned!
Welcome Geraldine Simonnet, Chance4all new member of our International Advisory Council !
Geraldine is a Certified French and Spanish Teacher and Project Management professional. She is based in
Washington DC, and has more than 20 years of experience in the field of education, including teaching
(kindergarten to adult education). She has worked on project and program management, second
language acquisition, disability inclusion, teen dating/domestic violence prevention, and education in
emergencies.

WELCOME MART !
This is an overdue welcome to the newest Director of Chance4all, Mart Zinnemers.
Mart brings to Chance4all his extensive experience as a multi-disciplinary teacher. His expertise, dedication
and genuine interest in the Chance4all children are a gift. Mart dedicates his Wednesdays to the academic
support of the sponsored children. Thank you, Mart!

Mart has told us his story, keep reding on the next
page !
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My name is Mart Zinnemers.
I was born in 1981 in a small city in the north east of the Netherlands. I grew up in a
family of five and I am the eldest of three brothers. At the time we grew up we spent
most of our time outdoors. Even for a small country like the Netherlands we had a lot of
space to play, explore and learn. I really believe that’s how children learn best.
During primary school I already knew I wanted to be a teacher and somehow, I never lost
that idea. My dad is a teacher too, but how much that was part of my ideas, I cannot
really tell. Knowing what I wanted to be, made my choices during high school a lot
easier. Knowing what you want, helps a lot, but to be honest, who really knows.
I picked the subjects that fitted the training to become a teacher. After graduation I
went to the PABO, which is the school that trains primary school teachers in the
Netherlands. From year one we had to do internships in schools. During the four years of
my training I saw several different schools: small village schools, city schools, special
needs schools and secondary special needs schools. They were all very different and they
all need their own approach and demand a different skillset from a teacher. To be as all/
round as possible with a few specializations is very important and I learned from my
mentors that the most important skill is the understanding of each individual child. They
are all different and need to be addressed in a way that fits them and the teacher. I
learned a lot about education during those four years as well as about myself, however
not enough yet.
After my graduation I went on a trip to New Zealand and there I stayed for eleven months.
Traveling by myself made me rely on myself and solve whatever came my way. It also made
sure my English improved a lot and noticing the convenience of speaking more than your
mother tongue fluently is a real eye opener.
Since I returned from New Zealand I worked at several schools. I started as a substitute
at a few primary schools. Quite soon I was asked to come and teach English at a special
needs secondary school for children with learning disabilities and behavioral problems.
Here I found that teaching and helping children who must overcome even more challenges
than we normally face growing up, is really where my heart is.
Due to changes in the educational system more of these kids had to go to regular schools
so our school got smaller and that was the time I applied at a regular secondary school.
There I also got to work with the pupils that struggled more in school. Here too I could
use my passion for the “underdog”. Most important for me was to try to have the children
have fun in school and believe in themselves.
Then I met my wife. From the start it was clear she was going to Zambia for her work and
that meant that a lot of quick decisions were waiting for me. Quitting my job, moving to
Zambia and be with my wife. All very good choices that I enjoy every day. It also meant
that I’m at home during the week and my wife works. That is something I can’t really get
used to. So, it was very nice to meet Jane and Anna at a party and getting to know about
Chance4all.
The next Wednesday I started to volunteer my tutor skills with the children
of the project. I went back every Wednesday since. The current directors of Chance4all
were in the process of looking for suitable candidates to join Chance4all as directors
and were impressed by my expertise, dedication and genuine interest in the Chance4all
children. Jane & Ana approached me with the offer to become more involved and be a
Director. The program is something that really appeals to me, so I said yes. These kids
struggle to make it through school and however the struggles might be different from the
struggles the children back home have, life is hard for these children and they also
deserve their graduation. They are smart and they work hard. Most of all, they are young
people with a right to a bright future. So, I love to able help and try to give a chance
for all!
Mart
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THANK YOU CORNER
We are overwhelmed and humbled by the support that people around us keep offering.
Various individuals, organizations and schools have contributed with donations, cash,
discounts, sponsorships or, sometimes even more precious, their time. We have decided
to acknowledge them in our Newsletter, creating a Thank You Corner where we will tell
you about them, little by little.

The Gift of Giving, by Fabiana
Fabiana turned 40 in January 2019. And she decided to throw a special party for a special day. She decided
to turn her Carnival Birthday party into a fund raising for Chance4all. This is what she asked her friends:

“Nothing will make me happier than being able to give a little back of what life has given me by having my
friends over and turning the occasion into a fundraiser event. Please help me make this dream come true by
giving me a donation for my charity of choice "Chance4all”.
Fabiana’s friends turned up in big numbers and showed an enormous generosity. To the point that the funds
raised at the event will allow her to sponsor a girl under Chance4all for the whole primary education cycle,
from Grade 1 to Grade 7!
Thanks to Fabiana and her friends, Milambo, 11 years, was able to start Grade 1 this January, after having
been deprived from education until now. Fabiana and her friend Celina came to meet Milambo at
Chance4all to see, with their own eyes, how a relatively small gesture can change a life on the other side of
the world.
It was an emotional and joyful day, and it reminded us, once
more, why we do what we do,
Thank you Fabiana for turning your gifts into a precious
giving!
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Sporting for a cause, by Theodor
The Nordic Sports Games took place in December 2018, and
our friend and Chance4all supporter Theodor proposed to
donate the proceedings of the raffle to Chance4all.
With the proceedings, Chance4all was able to buy text books
for all subjects and for all grades from Grade 6 to Grade12,
essential for our Secondary Education tuition team. These
books are now available for tuition and consultation every
Wednesday in the Chance4all space at the Bauleni Special
Needs premises. It should be noted that in Zambia students
generally do not have access to text books, especially in
government schools. Most of the time at school is devoted to
copying from the board what the teacher is, copying from
the book.
Having access to text books, even if once a week, has made
a big difference for the children and our team.
Thank you Theodor Sverkén Sjögren and all Nordic
Lusaka community for turning a day of fun and sports
into a box full of books for us !

Phonic Books made Happy Early Readers
Chance4all received new books over the Christmas break from
Phonic Books, and we have been using them since. These books are
fantastic and a wonderful tool to introduce the young students to
early reading.
Thank you Phonic Books Ltd for the amazing donation!

A new life for your old school bags
Thank you to all the families who donated old school
bags, school books and pencils to Chance4all. Every
pen, every bag, counts, and is being put to good use!
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As the time passes, we celebrate together progress… and LIFE !

At Chance4all it is not only
about studying but we also
make time to celebrate our
children’s special months.

The last Wednesday of every month we
spare 30 minutes to celebrate the children
born in that month.
We had a lot to celebrate this term!

!

A big thank you to our birthday fairy
God-mother Tima Nisbet for
providing the birthday cakes
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WHAT WILL MAKE US EXCITED OVER THE NEXT MONTHS…
A new Mentorship Programme
We are so excited to start our
Mentorship Program for teenage girls,
headed by the dynamic Noa Mor. So
far three sessions have taken place
and the girls are loving it!! Education
goes beyond books and pens, it is also
(and foremost) about self-confidence
and teaching youth and children to
understand their full potential and be
the best version of themselves. And this
is what we are striving for at Chance4all.

And a new Football League Season!
We are thrilled to participate, for the second time, at the
Laurence Paul Leopards Hill Football League.
Chance4all Team (Girls 11-14) were the champions of the last
edition, and made a brilliant start !!!

Well done to all the players and to their
Coach, Theodor! Keep it up ! Thank you
Aditya Devalia and Magic Printing for this
opportunity !

Chance4all is a Registered Non-Profit Entity under Zambian law. Our mission is to bring out-of-school children
back to the educational system, and to make sure they can fully exercise their basic right to Education. With
that purpose in mind we have set up a simple framework to identify genuine cases of children with
educational needs, we match them with sponsors in Zambia and abroad willing to help, and make sure funds
are properly utilized.
Should you would like to know more, or become involved, either as a sponsor or as a volunteer, please send
us a message to chance4allzambia@gmail.com or follow us on Facebook - chance4all or at
www.chance4all.org
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